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Abstract

This document details the utilities which may be used to create and fill a MySQL
database containing experimental run conditions. A description of the usage and func-
tionality of the scripts is provided, followed by a set of sample commands to perform
the task of filling database tables. The structure of these tables is also described.

1 Command Line Interface Scripts

A series of scripts have been developed using the Perl scripting language and the ’DBI’
module which allows one to create a connection between the script, acting as the client,
and the host server. The scripts may be chained together on the command line using
pipes and I/O redirection, similarly to the UNIX commands. Several scripts output
information to STDOUT line by line using the ’\n’ character as a line break. In this
way, arbitrary amounts of information may be passed as input to other utilities which
read from STDIN. The scripts are located in the following directory accessible from
any JLab CUE machine:

/u/group/halla/www/hallaweb/html/experiment/E02− 013/DB/

Additionally, each script has a documentation page similar to the UNIX ’man’ pages
which may be accessed by invoking the script with a ’-h’ or ’–help’ option. These pages
describe default behavior, as well as any available options. The functionality of the
existing ’DBI’ scripts is explained and a description of the help pages are given in this
section.

1.1 Directory Tree Structure

The package of scripts resides in a set of subdirectories. The contents of these directo-
ries is listed below.

docs Contains documentation on the usage of the available utilities.

scripts Contains executable Perl utilities. The scripts should be run from this direc-
tory. A help page is viewable by using the -h or –help option.

tools Miscellaneous Perl scripts used to perform simple tasks such as creating a long
runlist.

logs May be used to store log files produced optionally by some utilities to store
runtime errors, such as an attempt to examine a non-existent data file
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runlists May be used to store lists of runs for the various kinematic settings which
may be used as input to the executable scripts.

php Contains web forms written in PHP which may be used to connect to the database,
input desired parameters from a user, and graphically display the data which
meets the given requirements. Data may be listed the form of monitoring tables,
or plotted as a function of time in the form of stripcharts.

lib Contains Perl “libraries” which are used to store functions accessed by the exe-
cutable scripts.

mod Contains Perl “modules” which serve to define classes for use by the executable
scripts.

pod Contains source code in Perl’s “Plain Old Documentation” format to create the
help pages.

rrdfiles Contains “Round-Robin Database” files which are stacks of data used to
produce stripcharts.

rrdimg Contains the image files (stripcharts) produced by from the Round-Robin
Databases.

1.2 Writing to Database

The following scripts provide a method of filling the general and EPICS tables with
values.

create epics list This script is used to create a local DBM database (Perl hashes)
stored in two files with a ’.’ prefix and ’.pag’ and ’.dir’ suffixes. The files store
the EPICS variables which appear in each run. This utility should be run on all
run numbers for which EPICS data will be examined by other scripts.

get times This script is used to access the start and stop times of the run, corre-
sponding to the timestamps of the first and last EPICS dumps written to the
data. The data is written along with the corresponding run number to STD-
OUT with format ’variable = value\n’. Piping this output into ’insert’ fills the
appropriate columns in the ’general’ table. Internally the data is obtained by
first filling a temporary text buffer of form ’VARS PID.txt’, (where PID is the
unique process ID number) with the valid EPICS variables of the run. Next a
C++ script, ’get epics.C’ is launched, which accesses the buffer in order to open
the first and last CODA file. EPICS dumps are scanned and the EPICS data
is written to another temporary text buffer of form ’Run PID.txt’. Control is
returned to the ’get times’ utility which parses this raw data for the times of the
EPICS dumps. The first time, the last time, and the run number are printed to
STDOUT with the standard form ’Var = Val’ to be read by the ’insert’ utility
for insertion into the ’general’ table of the database.

get epics This script is used to access the EPICS data written in a given data file
and functions similarly to the ’get times’ utility. For each EPICS dump, a header
line containing the time of the dump is printed followed by all EPICS data in the
form ’Var = Val’. This data may then be read by the ’insert’ utility for insertion
into the ’EPICS’ table of the database.

insert This script is used to write EPICS variables to the EPICS table. Data is read
from STDIN with format ’Var = Val’ and inserted data into the database table
which is specified as the first argument. Note that the primary key of the table
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is expected to be the variable ’time’. Otherwise, the key must be declared as
the second argument. Existing columns containing previous data are updated,
while non-existing columns are created as one of the following three data types:
FLOAT, VARCHAR(32)/, timestamp. The column is then filled with its value.

2 Example Commands

This section lists a few example commands which could be run from the scripts direc-
tory and serve to create a database from scratch, and add data to an existing database.
Retrieval of data is most easily done using the web forms created by the PHP scripts.
These scripts invoke several of the utilities located in the scripts directory. Note that
each of the utilities has an associated help page, which is accessible by invoking the
command with a -h or –help flag.

• create DB DB name
The ’create DB’ utility connects to the server (using the db config.pl file in lib/)
and creates the database structure.

• cat ../runlists/kin1.txt | ./create epics list The ’create epics list’ utility reads run
numbers from the runlist (one run number per line) and opens the first file
(’file.dat.0’) using the THaEpics class. A search is performed to determine the
names of the EPICS variables which exist in each run. Two DBM files (Perl
hashes prefaced with a . and with .dir and .pag suffixes) are created in the local
directory to store the list of valid variables for retrieval by other utilities.

• cat ../runlists/kin1 get times.txt | ./get times –log=’../logs/kin1 get times.txt’ |
./insert –DB=’DB name’ general run start
The ’get times’ utility reads run numbers from the runlist. It opens the first and
last CODA files and accesses the EPICS data via the THaEpics class. The time
of the first EPICS dump in the first data file is recorded as the time of the run
start, while the time of the last dump in the last data file is recorded as the time
of the run stop. An optional log of any errors encountered is kept. These times
are fed into the database through the ’insert’ utility which requires the SQL table
name and the key of this table as arguments.

• cat ../runlists/kin1 get epics.txt | ./get epics –log=’../logs/kin1 get epics.txt’ |
./insert –DB=’DB name’ EPICS time
The ’get epics’ utility reads run numbers from the runlist and opens all corre-
sponding CODA files. The EPICS data are printed line by line in the form ’Var
= Val’. This output is piped into the ’insert’ utility for insertion into the appro-
priate SQL table.

3 Table Structure

The database is intended to hold the values of run conditions parameters. These would
include the automatically stored EPICS data as well as any manually recorded target
or detector information. In this section, the structure of two tables, ’general’ and
’EPICS’, are described and a brief description of the variables is given.
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3.1 general

This table is created by the following command:

CREATE TABLE general
(
run start timestamp PRIMARY KEY DEFAULT “0000-00-00 00:00:00”,
run start timestamp NOT NULL DEFAULT “0000-00-00 00:00:00”,
run number VARCHAR(32) DEFAULT ’NULL’
);

A timestamp is used as the primary key due to the possibility of a single run number
being associated with two distinct data files.

run start Stores the timestamp of the first instance of an EPICS dump into the data
file. Note that this value is distinct, and more reliable, than the time stored as
the start of run time by the electronic log.

run stop Stores the timestamp of the last instance of an EPICS dump into the data
file.

run number Stores a string identifying the data file. Storing this value as a string
allows the inclusion of non-standard symbols such as ’-’, ’ ’, and textual descrip-
tions.

3.2 EPICS

This table is created by the following command:

CREATE TABLE EPICS
(
time timestamp PRIMARY KEY DEFAULT ’0000-00-00 00:00:00’
);

The remainder of the table is created upon filling the table with values. This allows
columns to be dynamically defined as needed. The script ’get epics’ implements the
definition of columns as they are encountered in the data, declaring each variable to
be either of type VARCHAR(32) or FLOAT.

time Primary key which stores the unique timestamp of the EPICS dump.
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